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Queen Mary University of London
Key Facts about Queen Mary University of London

Established in 1785

12th in the UK
THE University Rankings 2019

9 Nobel Prize winners

110th worldwide
THE University Rankings 2019
Global Profile – our students

- 27,000 students
- 162 nationalities
- 35% Overseas
- 9% EU
- Over 4500 students in China
- 100 Students in Malta
- 100
20 Schools and Institutes

Science and Engineering
- Engineering and Materials Science
- Electronic Engineering and Computer Science
- Mathematical Sciences
- Physics and Astronomy
- Biological and Chemical Sciences

Medicine and Dentistry
- Barts and the London
- Institute of Health Sciences Education
- Institute of Dentistry
- Barts Cancer Institute
- Blizard Institute
- Institute of Population Health Sciences
- William Harvey Research Institute
- Wolfson Institute of Preventative Medicine

Humanities and Social Sciences
- Business and Management
- Economics and Finance
- Politics and International Relations
- English and Drama
- Geography
- History
- Languages, Linguistics and Film
- Law
London’s campus university
What does Queen Mary offer?

- Reputation – Part of the Russell Group and third largest University of London College
- Diversity – One of the world’s most diverse student and staff bodies
- Lifestyle – Five campuses across Central and East London
- Academic – Competitive but not restrictive entry requirements
- Experience – Over 300 Sports Clubs and Societies
- Accommodation – Guaranteed for Undergraduate students*

- Research – Learn from world leading researchers
- Opportunity – Most UG degrees have either a year abroad or industrial experience option

- Career – a network of careers professionals available for up to 2 years after graduation
- London – the world’s greatest city to be an international student
Study options to QMUL through KIC London
Kaplan International College London

- Brand new College building
- Located in Central London, with Borough Market and other great attractions on its doorstep
- 95% student satisfaction rate
- Home to international students going on to study all over the UK
- Student support throughout the course
- Central London accommodation available
Where is KIC London?

You’ll be based in the heart of the city when you study at KIC London. It’s located near London Bridge Station, next to the River Thames and the fantastic Borough Market. You’ll also be within easy reach of many of these famous attractions!
Popular degrees in the portfolio

- BSc Accounting and Finance
- BSc Biomedical Engineering
- BA Politics
- BEng Mechanical Engineering
- BSc Business with Law

- MSc International Business and Politics
- MSc Development and International Business

Full suite of degrees can be found on our online degree finder
Progression to Queen Mary through KIC London

Guaranteed progression if exit criteria are met

Foundation Certificate
- Successful completion of High School
- UKVI IELTS 5.0 (min. 4.0 in all skills)

Pre-Master's
- For holders of an undergraduate degree
- UKVI IELTS 5.0 (min. 4.5 in all skills)

Undergraduate degree Year 1

Undergraduate degree Year 2

Undergraduate degree Year 3

Postgraduate degree Year 1

Graduate with a degree from Queen Mary University of London
Course information

FC Business, Law and Social Sciences

PM Business, Law and Social Sciences

First intake to KICL: September 2020

First Progression to QMUL: September 2021

FC Science and Engineering
03

Resources and Q&A
Find out more

- Kaplanpathways.com
- Online Degree finder
- Kaplan application form
- Download area for marketing materials

Search: KaplanPathways
Any questions?